
    

   The concept of self-tracking using digital technologies has 
recently begun to emerge in discussions of the ways in which 
people can conduct their lives. Monitoring, measuring and 
recording elements of one ’ s body and life as a form of 
self-improvement or self-refl ection are practices that have 
been discussed since ancient times. The introduction of digital 
technologies that facilitate these practices has led to renewed 
interest in what self-tracking can offer and to an expansion 
of the domains and purposes to which these practices are 
applied. 

 This book is about contemporary self-tracking cultures, 
analysed from a critical sociological perspective. I use the 
term ‘cultures’ to encapsulate the view, adopted throughout 
the book, that the practices, meanings, discourses and tech-
nologies associated with self-tracking are inherently and inev-
itably the product of broader social, cultural and political 
processes. The book examines the infl uences, discourses, 
technologies, power relations and systems of thought that 
contribute to the phenomenon of self-tracking, the ways in 
which this phenomenon is spreading from the private realm 
into diverse social domains, and the implications of the self-
tracking phenomenon for the politics of personal data, data 
practices and data materialisations. 
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 Self-tracking practices are directed at regularly monitoring 
and recording, and often measuring, elements of an indi-
vidual ’ s behaviours or bodily functions. Some self-trackers 
simply collect information about themselves as a way of 
remembering and recording aspects of their lives, or to satisfy 
their curiosity about the patterns in their behaviours or body 
metrics that they may uncover. Others take an approach that 
is more specifi cally goal-oriented, seeking as they do to refl ect 
on and make meaning out of the information they choose to 
collect and to discern patterns that will work to improve 
features such as their health, physical fi tness, emotional well-
being, social relationships or work productivity. Some self-
trackers collect data on only one or two dimensions of their 
lives, and only for a short time. Others may do so for hun-
dreds of phenomena and for long periods. 

 My interpretation of self-tracking in this book rests on the 
assumption that it involves practices in which people know-
ingly and purposively collect information about themselves, 
which they then review and consider applying to the conduct 
of their lives. Self-tracking differs, therefore, from covert 
surveillance or means of collecting information on people 
that result in data sets to which the subjects of monitoring 
do not have access. As I go on to demonstrate in later chap-
ters, many forms of personal information are generated by 
people ’ s routine engagements and transactions online or by 
their movements in spaces that are embedded with sensors or 
fi tted with cameras that monitor them. Only a small propor-
tion of this information is accessible to the subjects of this 
monitoring. Indeed in many cases people have no knowledge 
of what data are collected on them, where these data are 
stored and to what purposes they are used by other actors 
and agencies. These are examples not of self-tracking, but of 
tracking of the self by others. 

 Several terms in addition to self-tracking are used to 
describe the practices by which people may seek to monitor 
their everyday lives, bodies and behaviours; such terms are 
lifelogging, personal informatics, personal analytics and the 
quantifi ed self. Lifelogging tends to be used to refer to the 
specifi c practice of using wearable computing devices such as 
cameras, sensors, and other computerised and automated 
ways of collecting personal information over a period of time. 
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The practice is not necessarily about self-improvement but 
may also be undertaken as a form of computerised memory 
or as a kind of recording information about a person ’ s life 
for future generations. Personal informatics and personal 
analytics are terms that are used most often in academic lit-
erature on human–computer interaction. The title of this 
book denotes ‘the ‘quantifi ed self’ – a new term for describing 
self-monitoring practices that was invented in 2007 and has 
since gathered cultural resonance. While the quantifi ed self 
overtly refers to using numbers as a means of monitoring 
and measuring elements of everyday life and embodiment, 
it can be interpreted more broadly as an ethos and appa-
ratus of practices that has gathered momentum in this era of 
mobile and wearable digital devices and of increasingly 
sensor-saturated physical environments. 

 I fi rst became interested in contemporary self-tracking cul-
tures when I came across a reference to the Quantifi ed Self 
movement in a news story a few years ago. I had a look at 
the Quantifi ed Self website ( Quantifi ed Self,   2015c ) and was 
fascinated to see the types of practices that ‘quantifying the 
self’ and attempting ‘self-knowledge through numbers’ (the 
site ’ s motto) involved. As an academic in the fi elds of sociol-
ogy and media and cultural studies who has written on a 
range of related topics (such as embodiment, selfhood, health 
and medicine, risk and digital cultures), I am interested in 
analysing self-tracking as a sociocultural phenomenon. My 
initial response to self-tracking was that it was an intriguing 
way of using forms of information to conduct practices of 
selfhood and embodiment. This, in itself, is an interesting 
topic to explore. However, over the period in which I have 
observed and sought to analyse self-tracking, it has become 
clear that the practice has expanded well beyond the domain 
of the individual, into a variety of social contexts and uses. 
In many cases self-tracking is a purely voluntary personal 
enterprise initiated by the person who is engaging in it. 
However, there are various ways in which self-tracking is 
being encouraged, or even enforced on people, predominantly 
so that the objectives of others are met; and such ways raise 
the question of exactly how voluntary self-tracking may be 
in these contexts. People are now frequently encouraged, 
‘nudged’, obliged or coerced into monitoring aspects of their 
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lives so as to produce personal data that can then also be 
used for the purposes of others. 

 The digitisation of self-tracking has been a major impetus 
in these changes. Writing down thoughts in diaries or jour-
nals and recording everyday habits or body measurements 
through the time-honoured technologies of pen and paper are 
avenues of self-monitoring that have long-established histo-
ries. They remain practices in which some self-trackers con-
tinue to engage. Since the advent of computing, however, 
self-tracking has been transformed into major interconnected 
practices that have signifi cant social, cultural and political 
implications. 

 First, the technologies and practices of self-tracking have 
become progressively digitised and automated, facilitating the 
ever more detailed measurement and monitoring of the body 
and everyday life in real time. Accessing information gener-
ated through digital technologies and sharing it with others 
are greatly facilitated via the processes of searching, retrieval 
and tagging with the help of software. Second, these personal 
details are now typically transmitted to and stored on cloud 
computing databases. As a consequence, accessibility to these 
details is no longer limited to the self-trackers themselves, as 
was the case in the days of paper journals and records, but 
personal details are potentially available to other actors and 
agencies. These include the developers of the devices and 
software that self-trackers use; third parties that may pur-
chase these data from such developers; data-mining compa-
nies and their clients; and government agencies. Cybercriminals 
or hackers may illegally access the data and steal them for 
profi t or malicious purposes. This has major repercussions 
on the privacy and security of the details that self-trackers 
collect about their bodies and lives, which are often of a very 
sensitive and intimate nature. And, fi nally, this personal infor-
mation has become endowed with signifi cant commercial 
and managerial value, as part of the digital data knowledge 
economy. 

 I employ the concept of ‘lively data’ in this book and fre-
quently return to this concept in my efforts to theorise self-
tracking cultures. I fi rst came across this description of digital 
data in an article by  Mike Savage  ( 2013 ) in which the author 
used the phrase ‘lively data’ to denote the constant generation 
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of large masses of digital data as part of the digital data 
economy, and the implications of this practice for sociological 
research methods.  Dave Beer ’ s  ( 2013 ) and  Dave Beer and 
Roger Burrows ’   ( 2013 ) work on the circulations and politics 
of digital data has also contributed to my thinking about the 
vitality of these knowledge forms. 

 In my own work I have developed the notion of lively data 
still further, so as to denote the manifold ways in which per-
sonal digital data (whether deliberately generated for indi-
viduals ’  own purposes or collected by others about them) are 
vital. Not only are personal digital data continually gener-
ated, as Savage emphasises, but they are fundamentally about 
the lives of humans: about their bodily functions, behaviours, 
social relationships, moods and emotions. Digital data gener-
ate new forms of knowledge and new insights into people ’ s 
bodies and selves. They are also contributing to livelihoods 
by generating profi t for those who use them commercially or 
by facilitating the management and governance of people and 
populations. Furthermore, as outlined by  Beer and Burrows 
 ( 2013 ), these data have a vitality of their own in the digital 
data economy by virtue of the fact that they circulate, enact 
new forms of knowledge and are purposed and repurposed 
in many different ways. In other words they have their own 
social lives, which are quite independent of the humans who 
originally generated them. Digital data about people ’ s lives 
are also vital in their effects. As I explain in greater detail 
later in this book, they have begun to play a signifi cant role 
in infl uencing people ’ s behaviours, sense of self, social rela-
tionships and, increasingly, their life chances and opportuni-
ties. Digital data have implications for people ’ s employment, 
research material and profi t. All of these properties of digital 
data are important to consider in a sociological analysis of 
self-tracking. 

 From a sociological perspective, a number of interesting 
questions arise about the quest for monitoring and measuring 
elements of one ’ s body, behaviour and habits. What are the 
tacit assumptions that underpin contemporary modes of self-
tracking? Why are people attracted to self-tracking? How do 
they interpret and use the data they produce? How are con-
cepts of the body, self, social relationships and social behav-
iours confi gured and negotiated via these data? How have the 
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ethos and practices of self-tracking been appropriated by 
other actors and agencies? What implications are there for 
data politics, data practices and the digital data knowledge 
economy? What are the power relations and power inequali-
ties inherent in self-tracking cultures? 

 The book discusses all of these issues. In making my argu-
ments I draw on material from a range of sources such as 
app and software descriptions and product reviews, news 
reports, white papers, social media and blog discussions – in 
addition to the existing literature on self-tracking published 
by researchers in the social sciences and human–computer 
interaction studies. To keep up to date with discussions on 
self-tracking, I used tools such as Twitter hashtags (#quanti-
fi edself, #lifelogging and #selftracking), the Quantifi ed Self 
website and various other websites devoted to self-tracking 
for regularly checking the content that people posted. A 
weekly update of articles and blog posts about self-tracking, 
collated by the Quantifi ed Self website organisers, has been 
an invaluable resource. I searched for the work of artists and 
designers who are engaging in self-tracking practices (I viewed 
some exhibitions in person); and I checked for news reports 
on self-tracking by searching the web and by using the news 
database Factiva. 

 In Chapter  1 , after a discussion of the early lifeloggers and 
experimental attempts to use wearable computing devices for 
self-tracking, I provide an overview of the varieties of self-
tracking devices, apps and other software that are currently 
available. The chapter ends with a review of market research 
and academic studies that have sought to identify what types 
of people engage in self-tracking and how and why they do 
so. Chapter  2  reviews ways of analysing self-tracking ratio-
nales and practices from various sociocultural theoretical 
perspectives. These approaches offer opportunities to delve 
below the surface meanings and rationales of self-tracking 
cultures and to illuminate how these cultures operate and 
what the wider implications of their practices are. The discus-
sion begins by outlining the value of sociomaterial perspec-
tives and continues with more specifi c reviews of knowing 
capitalism and lively data, practices of selfhood and neolib-
eral politics, the cultural dimensions of embodiment, datafi -
cation, dataveillance and privacy. 
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 The following three chapters then go on to build on these 
two initial overview chapters by concentrating closely on ele-
ments of self-tracking cultures. Chapter  3  focuses on portray-
als and representations of the body and the self in self-tracking 
cultures, incorporating analysis of the refl exive monitoring 
self, affective dimensions of self-tracking, concepts of embodi-
ment and control, and selfhood and surveillance. In Chapter 
 4  I move on to analysing the ways in which data are discussed 
and conceptualised as part of self-tracking. I examine the 
meaning and value of personal digital data; metricisation and 
the lure of numbers; materialisations of the data; artistic and 
design responses; and qualifi ed selves and the importance of 
context. In the fi nal substantive chapter, Chapter  5 , I address 
the important issue of data politics. The chapter outlines in 
detail the ways in which the personal information generated 
through self-tracking is used by second and third parties. 
The discussion covers the modes of exploited, pushed, 
imposed and communal self-tracking, personal data security 
and privacy, and strategies of resistance to dataveillance. In 
the brief ‘Final Refl ections’ chapter that concludes the book, 
I summarise its major themes and make some suggestions 
concerning the ways in which self-tracking cultures and prac-
tices, as well as academic research on these phenomena, 
might further develop.   
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